
Jiri to Everest Base Camp Trek - 22 Days

Facts

Destination: Nepal

Trip Difficulty: Fairly Strenuous

Trip Style: Sight Seeing & Trekking

Transport: Private Tourist Vehicle and Aeroplane

Food: Breakfast, Lunch Dinner on Trek & Breakfast in Cities

Group Size: 1-12

Max Elevation: 5555

Jiri Everest Base Camp Trek is a historic trekking journey that follows the extraordinary, 

original route to Everest Base Camp (https://www.outfitternepal.com/everest-base-camp-

trek) . The Jiri- EBC trail was made famous by the Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing 

Norgay when they got summit on Everest in May, 1953, for the first time in the history of 

the Everest Expedition.

Jiri Everest Base camp trail visits scenic, fertile hills and valleys up to the mountain 

landscape of the Khumbu region and the climax is arriving at the foot of the world’s 

highest mountain, the closest you can without being a mountain climber. The surrounding 

natural paradise of unparalleled Himalayan beauty is a favorite of trekkers from around 

the globe, the spectacular location where history was made provides a direct view of the 

legendary Khumbu Icefall and a thrilling feeling like nothing else in the Himalaya.

Jiri Everest Base Camp Trek take you to one of the best viewpoint on earth, the Kala 

patthar (4250 m, 13,945 ft), with an unequalled view of Everest and nearby mountains, 

and below the peaks is the Khumbu Glacier and picturesque valley.  You be treated to 

tremendous Himalayan scenery with majestic peaks including Ama Dablam, Lhotse, 
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Nupste, Pumori, Thamserku, Kangde, and many more. This Himalayan landscape is 

populated by the famous high mountain people named the Sherpa following a customary 

way of life; the jiri Everest trekking offer a chance to witness the land of the Sherpa and 

visit stately Buddhist monasteries.

Jiri Everest Base Camp Trek (https://www.outfitternepal.com/everest-base-camp-trek)  is 

available with your Outfitter Nepal Treks and Expedition. The Jiri Everest trek starts with 

an exciting tour of Kathmandu and busy marketplaces, then, You enjoy a picturesque 

drive to the starting point of the trek, Bhandara, in a lovely valley at the entry point for the 

Solu-Khumbu region, the trek heads east through the scenic foothills and valleys and their 

charming villages, You cross a few high passes before reaching the DudhKosi river valley, 

You follow this dramatically steep valley to Namche Bazaar, the gateway of the Khumbu 

Region. The settlement is located in a natural amphitheater overlooking the valley with the 

astonishing beauty of the surrounding mountains; you take a day of rest in Namche to get 

accustomed to the altitude with the chance to explore the surrounding area and villages of 

Kunde and Khumjung.

The Jiri to Everest Base Camp continues further with stopover for the night at the 

magnificent Tangboche monastery, with unforgettable views of the peaks there. The Jiri 

–EBC trek continues to the north through one of the original Sherpa settlements in this 

region, Dingbuche, the landscape becomes more remote and desolate as you make your 

way closer and closer to the highest summit on earth.

Finally, You are rewarded for your efforts as you achieve base camp, the ultimate goal of 

the Jiri to Everest Base Camp Classical route, and the great feeling of satisfaction that 

accompanies our triumph, you enjoy this extraordinary atmosphere and follow it up with a 

hike to Kala Patthar viewpoint to see the great views of the Everest and Himalayas.
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The Jiri Everest Base camp trek goes further with peaceful journey back to Namche 

Bazaar, then trek back to lukla and take flight to Kathmandu from Lukla to conclude the 

trek.

Highlights

Sightseeing tours of historical UNESCO World Heritage Sites in Kathmandu.

Scenic drive to Bhandara and mountain flight from Lukla.

Walk through classic trekking route.

Trek through villages, valleys and passes.

Visit Tengboche Monastery.

Visit Namche and Khumjung Village.

Unforgettable views of Khumbu Ice fall.

Visit Everest Base Camp.

View of Mt. Everest, Lhotse, Nuptse, Amadablam, Thamserku, and Khumbu Ice Fall.

View from Kalapatthar at elevation of 5545 meters.

Day to Day Itinerary

Day 1: Arrive at Kathmandu airport and transfer to hotel

Day 2: Full day of sightseeing of Kathmandu

Day 3: Drive from Kathmandu to Bhandar

Day 4: Trek from Bhandar to Sete

Day 5: Trek from Sete to Lamjura pass to Junbesi

Day 6: Trek from Junbesi to Nunthala

Day 7: Trek from Nunthala to Bupsa danda

Day 8: Trek from Bupsa danda to Puiyan

Day 9: Puiyan to Phakding

Day 10: Trek from Phakding to Namche Bazaar
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Day 11: Acclimatization day in Namche Bazaar

Day 12: Trek from Namche Bazaar to Tengboche

Day 13: Trek from Tengboche to Dingboche

Day 14: Rest day at Dingboche for acclimatization

Day 15: Trek from Dingboche to Lobuche

Day 16: Trek from Lobuche to Everest Base Camp via Gorakshep

Day 17: Trek from Gorakshep to Kala Patthar and trek to Pheriche

Day 18: Trek from Pheriche to Namche Bazaar

Day 19: Trek from Namche Bazaar to Lukla

Day 20: Fly from Lukla to Kathmandu and transfer to hotel

Day 21: Leisure day in Kathmandu

Day 22: Transfer to international airport for your final flight departure

Cost Includes

Airport transfers.

4 night hotel in Kathmandu including breakfast.

A day sightseeing tour in Kathmandu (https://www.outfitternepal.com/kathmandu-

day-tour/) .

Meals (breakfast, lunch & dinner) on trek.

Accommodations in lodges on trek.

A guide & porters (1 porter for each 2 trekkers and a porter carry about 20-22 KG 

from 2 of you).

Paper works, National park entry permits, & TIMS permit.

Ground transport by local bus.

Flight fare from Lukla - Kathmandu with airport tax.

Arrangement of emergency helicopter service which will be paid by your travel 

insurance company.

Sleeping bag, down jackets and duffle bag – if Necessary (return after the trek).
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Cost Excludes

Nepal entry visa (https://www.outfitternepal.com/nepal-visa-information/)  fee (you 

may easily issue the visa upon your arrival at Tribhuwan International Airport - 

Kathmandu).

Your Travel insurance (https://www.outfitternepal.com/nepal-travel-insurance/) 

(compulsory).

Meals (lunch & dinner in Kathmandu).

Your personal expenses, drink water, hot and cold drinks & bar bills.

Laundry, telephone, hot shower & internet charge.

Entrances fees while visiting Kathmandu on second day.

Tips for the guide and porters.

Anything not mentioned in included section.
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